Development of Secure XML Data Warehouses with QVT


Abstract

Context: Data warehouses are systems which integrate heterogeneous sources to support the decision making process. Data from the Web is becoming increasingly more important as sources for these systems, which has motivated the extensive use of XML to facilitate data and metadata interchange among heterogeneous data sources from the Web and the data warehouse. However, the business information that data warehouses manage is highly sensitive and must, therefore, be carefully protected. Security is thus a key issue in the design of data warehouses, regardless of the implementation technology. It is important to note that the idiosyncrasy of the unstructured and semi-structured data requires particular security rules that have been specifically tailored to these systems in order to permit their particularities to be captured correctly. Unfortunately, although security issues have been considered in the development of traditional data warehouses, current research lacks approaches with which to consider security when the target platform is based on XML technology.

Objective: We shall focus on defining transformations to obtain a secure XML Schema from the conceptual multidimensional model of a data warehouse.

Method: We have first defined the rationale behind the transformation rules and how they have been developed in natural language, and we have then established them clearly and formally by using the QVT language. Finally, in order to validate our proposal we have carried out a case study.

Results: We have proposed an approach for the model driven development of Secure XML Data Warehouses, defining a set of QVT transformation rules.

Conclusion: The main benefit of our proposal is that it is possible to model security requirements together with the conceptual model of the data warehouse during the early stages of a project, and automatically obtain the corresponding implementation for XML.
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1. Introduction

Data Warehouse (DW) systems [1,2] provide a Multidimensional (MD) [3] view of huge amounts of historical data from heterogeneous operational sources. These systems supply useful information which allows decision makers to improve business processes in organizations. The MD paradigm structures information into facts and dimensions. A fact contains the interesting measures (fact attributes) of a business process (sales, deliveries, etc.), whereas a dimension represents the context in which a fact is analyzed (product, customer, time, etc.) by means of hierarchically organized dimension attributes.

Traditional DW systems allow business people to acquire useful knowledge from their organizations’ data by means of a variety of technologies, such as OLAP or data mining. However, if richer insights into the dynamics of today’s business are to be provided, it is desirable to combine data from inside the organization with data from the outside, thus complementing company-internal data with value-adding information (e.g., retail prices of products sold by competitors). The fact that the amount of data available on the Web has been growing rapidly in the last decade signifies that Web data are more and more useful for this purpose. Furthermore, as is argued in [4], considering external data sources entails non-traditional data types such as Geographic Information Systems or data streams related to Business Process Monitoring, which will play a crucial role in the next generation of DWs. Dealing with these new data types therefore leads to the need for other design
and implementation approaches rather than the traditional ones based on relational technologies, such as XML.

1.1. Motivation and starting point

The main problem with external data is that it is rather heterogeneous and complex. Interestingly, the designers of DW systems have overcome the aforementioned drawbacks by making use of XML technologies [5–7] in different ways [8]:

- XML has ameliorated the extraction and integration of heterogeneous Web data in the DW (see [4]).
- XML has provided a large data exchange framework within corporate information systems. Its flexibility and openness has led to the appearance of an increasing quantity of XML data on the Web, as outputs of e-commerce applications or simply as Web pages. This represents an important data source for decision support systems [8]. XML technology consequently helps to deal with unstructured data in DW systems.
- XML is used profusely in order to increase the level of interoperability between different kinds of data analysis tools and the DW [4].
- XML allows complex data to be dealt with [7].
- In some of these cases, the different MD elements (facts, dimensions, measures, hierarchies and so on) that underlie the DW should be defined by using XML [4].

In this way, using XML technologies in the context of DWS gives us a standardized basis to make secure the sharing of information between different applications and people. Unfortunately, in this scenario security may be jeopardized owing to the fact that information is shared between different applications and people.

Bearing in mind that the information managed by DWS is frequently highly sensitive and sometimes refers to personal data (protected under law in most countries), all the layers and operations of the DWS should be protected [9]. Each layer of a typical DW architecture (data sources integration, DW repository and access tools) has specific security concerns. For example, in the integration layer, data from heterogeneous data sources are extracted, transformed and loaded into the DW repository. In this layer, the main security problem is therefore to define processes that assure the integrity in the integration of heterogeneous data sources which usually use different security policies and configurations.

Nevertheless, the proposal presented in this paper is focused on the development of the main layer of a DW: the repository, by including security constraints into the models and the final implementation. Since end-users will analyze the information stored in the DW solely achieving read operations on the repository, the main security issue when it is being developed is to assure confidentiality [9–11]. Thus, our proposal focuses on confidentiality constraints (flexible access control mechanisms in particular) needed to assure that end-users do not access to unauthorized information. Our proposal includes different models for specifying the structure of the DW within security constraints at requirement, design and logical levels, and assisted by transformations, these models are automatically derived from the requirement model to the final implementation.

Security has been investigated in the context of XML but specially focused on assuring the contents of XML files. These advances are more related with the final implementation of the DW and can be applied in the final development stages or once the DW has been built [4]. Nevertheless, we advocate considering confidentiality issues in the whole XML DW development process, from an early development stage to the final implementation, in the sense of [12–17]. In this way, security and privacy measures should be integrated during the entire design cycle of the DW, from the early stages of its development as another relevant requirement. These security requirements are thus considered in the following development stages, for taking into account design decisions, signifying that much more robust and secure XML DW will be implemented.

In our previous works we have successfully proposed a hybrid Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [18] framework [19,20] for the design of DWS, where the DW repository can be implemented by using different kinds of database technologies: relational approaches store MD data by using relational database technology (i.e. tables, columns, foreign keys and so on); approaches based on a multidimensional database technology store data in proprietary structures such as MD arrays; and XML technology can be used to store the DW repository as XML semi-structured documents (as proposed in this paper). With regard to including security in the design and modeling of DWS, we have defined security specifications on the conceptual MD model (i.e. Platform Independent Model, PIM) [21], independently from the target logical MD model [22–24]. In relation to the XML technology, this secure conceptual MD data model it is used as a starting point and is then semi-automatically transformed into a secure XML DW, as a logical model (i.e. Platform Specific Model, PSM), by applying Model to Model (M2M) Transformations.

In our previous work [25] we have focused on developing a specific case study in order to define an initial set of informal guidelines to obtain a secure XML DW from the corresponding MD PIM. However, M2M transformations were not formally defined which hinders the framework from applying the guidelines in an automatic and structured manner.

1.2. Contributions

In this paper we complement and improve our previous MDA framework [19,20] by proposing a new approach in which security models are embedded in and scattered throughout the high level MD models of the DW, which are then transformed towards the final implementation in XML according to the MDA strategy.

Our former model-driven architecture framework [19,20] is the starting point of our approach, since it is a generic framework for the development of data warehouses in a structured and formal manner. However, our former framework is generic and it was not instantiated to technologies in which the data warehouse can be deployed such as XML. Also, our former framework only considers data requirements, and it did not include other quality-of-service requirements such as security.

Therefore, the main improvement of our work is to provide our former model-driven framework with a set of transformations in order to generate automatically an XML Schema from a conceptual MD model, whilst no additional effort is needed to maintain the level of security required.

In this paper we specifically improve our previous work by focusing on:

1. Further refining and describing the secure MD PIM and secure XML PSM metamodels.
2. Describing the rationale behind the transformations rules and how they have been developed.
3. Formalizing transformation rules by using the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) language [26] in order to apply them automatically.

Although, the transformation described in this paper is executed automatically, once we have the target secure PSM of the DW (based on XML) we need to manual refine it to be useful for a specific tool. Therefore, our approach is said to be semi-automatically.
4. Validation of the correctness of the defined QVT relations by means of their application to different examples and to a case study. Therefore the process of formalizing the transformation rules into QVT relations is a refinement process in which new constraints are included into QVT relations to achieve correctness.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: after presenting in Section 2 the background on our work, including an overview of QVT and the description of the framework for the model driven development of secure XML DW, in Section 3 we define the QVT transformations. For this purpose, first, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the metamodels at PIM and PSM levels have been refined and then, in Section 3.3, the PIM will be automatically transformed into a secure XML DW, as a PSM, by applying a set of transformation rules defined and formalized by means of a set of QVT transformations. In addition, in Section 4 we shall present a case study to show the application of a selected subset of the QVT relations defined. In Section 5 some related works are presented. Finally, in Section 6, we shall put forward our main conclusions and present our future work.

Appendix A contains the list of acronyms used in the paper and Appendix B shows the complete XML Schema generated in the Secure XML DW.

2. Background

For the sake of completeness, a brief overview of QVT is provided in this section. Afterwards, our model-driven framework for considering security issues in the DW development is outlined.

2.1. Query/View/Transformation language

One of the most crucial issues in model-driven development is the formal definition of transformations between models [18,27]. These formal transformations must allow models to be automatically derived while ensuring semantic correctness [28,29]. They must also be easily readable, understandable, adaptable, and maintainable [30]. The OMG has therefore proposed the MOF 2.0 Query/View/Transformation (QVT) language [26], a standard approach with which to define formal relations between MOF-compliant models.

QVT consists of two parts:

(1) The declarative part: provides mechanisms to define relations that must hold between the model elements of a set of candidate models (source and target models). A set of these relations (or transformation rules) defines a transformation between models.

The declarative part of QVT can be split into two layers, according to the level of abstraction:

(a) The relational layer: provides graphical and textual notation for a declarative specifications of relations.

(b) The core layer: provides a simpler but verbose means of defining relations.

(2) The imperative part: defines operational mappings that extend the declarative part with imperative implementations when it is difficult to provide a purely declarative specification of a relation.

In this paper, we focus on the relational layer of QVT. This layer supports the specification of relationships that must hold between MOF models by means of a relational language. The abstract syntax of QVT is shown in Fig. 1. The metamodel of QVT states that a transformation is composed of a set of rules. Each rule may contain several domains. Each domain is a distinguished set of elements of a candidate typed model (source or target model). This set of elements (denoted by a <<domain>> label) must be matched in that model by means of patterns. A domain pattern can be considered as a template for elements, their properties and their associations that must be located, modified or created in a candidate model in order to satisfy the relation. A relation between domains can be marked as check-only (labeled as C) or as enforced (labeled as E). When a relation is executed in the direction of a check-only domain, it is only checked if a valid match exists in the model that satisfies the relationship (without modifying any model if the domains do not match); whereas for a domain that is enforced, when the domains do not match, model elements are created, deleted, or modified in the target model in order to satisfy the relationship. Moreover, a when clause specifies the condition under which the relation needs to hold (i.e., it forms a precondition), while a where clause specifies the condition that must be satisfied by all model elements participating in the relation (i.e., it forms a post-condition). These clauses may contain arbitrary OCL (Object Constraint Language) [31] expressions in addition to the relation invocation expressions.

The definition of relations by using the QVT language has the following advantages:

- QVT is a standard language.
- Relations are formally specified, and can be automatically executed with transformation engines (e.g., SmartQVT [32], mediQVT [33], or ATL [34]).
- Formalizing the mappings before implementing them leads to the detection of errors and inconsistencies in the early stages of software development and can help to increase the quality of both the models built and the subsequent code generated from them. The formalization of mappings also simplifies the development of tools that support any model driven approach.
- Sets of QVT relations can easily be integrated as transformations within an MDA approach.

2.2. Framework for the development of secure XML DWs

We have proposed a hybrid MDA approach for the design of DWs (see Fig. 2) by (i) firstly specifying users’ requirements [35] in a Computation Independent Model (CIM), (ii) obtaining a conceptual model as an implementation-independent and expressive.
conceptual MD model for the DW (i.e. a PIM) \[36\], (iii) reconciling data sources with PIM models \[36\], (iv) obtaining a logical and a technology-dependent model (i.e. PSM) from the previously defined conceptual MD model \[36\], and, finally, (v) obtaining the corresponding code in order to implement the DW on a concrete platform.

In \[25\], we extended the hybrid MDA architecture for secure MD modeling of DWs (previously defined in \[19\]) in order to be able to deal with XML (see shadowed part of Fig. 2). More specifically, a requirements analysis stage \[21\] and the available data sources \[21\] are used to define security specifications on the conceptual MD model (secure hybrid PIM), independently of the target logical MD model. A set of guidelines should be applied to this secure conceptual data model in order to obtain a secure XML DW, as a logical model (secure XML PSM). In this paper, we have further refined the metamodels and defined a set of Model to Model (M2M) Transformations, based on the previously defined informal guidelines, in order to increase the degree of automation.

3. Using QVT for the automatic generation of secure XML DWs

Our QVT transformations have been developed by bearing in consideration our previous MDA framework for the development of a secure XML DW (see Fig. 2). Consequently, before being able to define our transformations, it is necessary to perform the following tasks:

- Refining metamodels at the PIM level: the secure multidimensional model is created without considering the selected technology, since this model is independent of the platform. This MD PIM (described in more detail in the following subsection) is represented through an extended class diagram designed for DWs which additionally allows the specification of security constraints over the model.

- Refining metamodels at the PSM level: the data logical design is performed, taking into account the selected target platform on which the DW will be implemented. In our case, XML technology will be used for the implementation of the DW in any secure commercial database management system (e.g. Oracle XML DB 11g). We will start from the secure MD PIM obtained at the previous level and will apply the M2M mappings summarized in Section 3.3 to obtain an XML Schema, conforming to the XML Schema Metamodel \[37\] (see Section 3.2).

3.1. Secure MD PIM

As previously mentioned, our proposed development approach starts from the conceptual model of the secure MD PIM.

This secure MD PIM has been defined by developing a secure UML profile called SECDW (for more details, see \[38\]). SECDW (Fig. 3) uses an Access Control and Audit (ACA) model \[39\] to consider both DW specific modeling aspects (such as facts, dimensions, base classes, measures, hierarchies, many-to-many relations, degenerated dimensions, multiple classifications or alternative paths of hierarchies) and security capabilities.

The ACA model classifies authorization subjects and objects into security roles (“SRole” metaclass) which organize users into a hierarchical role structure according to the responsibilities of each type of work, levels (“SLevel” metaclass) which indicate the user’s clearance level, and compartments (“SCompartment” metaclass) which classify users into a set of horizontal compartments or groups.

The definition of several kinds of security rules related to the multidimensional elements of DWs is also permitted: sensitive information assignment rules (SIAR) (“SecurityRule” metaclass) which specify multilevel security policies and allow sensitive information to be defined for each element in the multidimensional model; authorization rules (AUR) (“AuthorizationRule” metaclass) which permit or deny access to certain objects by defining the subject that the rule applies to, the object that the authorization refers to, the action that the rule refers to and the sign describing whether the rule permits or denies access; and audit rules (AR) (“AuditRule” metaclass) which ensure that authorized users do not misuse their privileges.

3.2. Secure XML DW PSM

We propose the use of an XML Schema to represent the PSM level of a Secure XML DW. In this paper, we use one of the most frequently employed graphical representations of the XML Schema to present the metamodel of our Secure XML DW PSM, which includes both the MD and the security aspects. The discontinuous line of the classes indicates that the class is optional.

This XML Schema is presented in Fig. 4 with the root XML Element SecureMIXML. Its XML subelements include the Security Levels, the Security Roles Hierarchy, Security Compartments, along with the User Profile and the Secure Star Package.
Fig. 3. Conceptual Secure MD Metamodel.

Fig. 4. Secure XML DW PSM-Metamodel.
The XML Element `UPSecurityInformation` will be represented with an XML sequence complexType, which includes the Security Level, Security Role/s and Security Compartment/s, all of whose attributes are represented as XML subelements.

Fig. 5 shows the XML Element `SecureStarPackage`. It includes Secure Base, Secure Fact and Secure Dimension XML subelements. These three subelements can appear several times within a Secure Star Package but at least one (Secure) Fact and one (Secure) Dimension Elements must appear. The Secure Facts, Dimensions and Bases can, if necessary, include the corresponding Security Information and Security Constraints as XML subelements. The Secure Attributes correspond to the class attributes defined by the designer and each of them can include optionally Security Information.

Fig. 6 shows the part of the XML Schema Metamodel corresponding to the Security Constraints. Each Secure Constraint XML Element includes its attributes (involvedObjects, ownedSPObjects, ownedSCOObjects) and is of a specific type (choice complexType): Security Rule, Audit Rule or Authorization Rule.

### 3.3. PIM to PSM transformations

In the same way that methodologies for relational or object-relational DBs or XML DBs [40] propose particular rules for the transformation of a conceptual schema into a logical schema, in this section we propose the mappings from the secure MD PIM to the XML Schema for the Secure XML DW. Once the PIM and the PSM are defined within an MDA approach, the most challenging task is to develop a set of formal transformations that can be used to derive a PSM from a PIM in an automatic manner. The obtained PSM has to be manually refined for deployment in a specific tool. We have therefore first described the mappings informally to then formalize them by using the declarative approach of QVT, since it provides a graphical notation that allows us to specify model transformations, which are easily readable, understandable, adaptable and maintainable. Actually, our definition of correct QVT relations is a refinement process that can be summarized as follows:

- First, we have developed a set of guidelines to transform our Secure MD PIM into a Secure XML PSM.
- Second, several toy examples (incrementally done) have been carried out in order to validate the target of our informal transformation process, thus checking if the generated PSM corresponds to a PSM manually designed by a DW expert. Some initial QVT relations are defined at this point, and the required constraints for achieving the examples successfully are incrementally added to them (by means of when and where clauses).
- Finally, we have used our approach in a real-world case study to check the correctness of the transformation process according to the requirements of end-users.
According to the QVT relations language, we have therefore formally specified our mappings to obtain a transformation between a Secure MD PIM (source model) and a Secure XML PSM (target model).

Fig. 7 shows an overview of every designed QVT relation, and the dependencies among them. Each relation has been referenced by means of the modeling elements that it maps. Each relation depends on many others to complete the overall mapping. QVT also allows us to specify which relations are the entry points to start the transformation process by means of identifying them as a top relation type. Hence, during the transformation process, each top relation calls its depending non-top to complete the remaining mappings involved. Each non-top relation also calls the depending non-top relations in a recursive manner. It is worth noting that in this paper we focus on the QVT relations that are related to the security capabilities of the source metamodel (the non-secure part of the metamodel was previously considered in [20]).

For the sake of understandability, QVT relations are explained by taking into account their dependencies. This section has therefore been structured as follows:

Transformation of the SecureDW: the complete MD PIM will be transformed into an XML Schema which will include the root Element SecureMDXML.

Transformation of the Security Levels, Roles and Compartments: the Security Levels, Roles Hierarchy, and Compartments conceptually defined for a DW in the PIM will be transformed into their corresponding XML Elements.

Transformation of the User Profile: subjects are classified in the PIM by using a user profile which defines the information to be stored for each user. It will be transformed into several XML Elements.

Transformation of the Secure Information: the Secure Information defined at the conceptual level for each specific element of the DW (e.g. Secure Fact, Dimension or Base), will be transformed into its corresponding XML Elements.

Transformation of the Secure Star Package: each Secure Star Package of the MD PIM will be transformed into an XML Element.

Transformation of the Secure Facts: each Secure Fact will be transformed into an XML Element.

Transformation of the Secure Dimensions: each Secure Dimension will be transformed into an XML Element.

Transformation of the Secure Constraints: Security Constraints are at two different levels: PIM and PSM. Therefore, it is first necessary to specify the security constraints at a PIM level with the OCL language and to then transform them into XPath expressions, which are supported by most XML Database Management Systems (both native and XML-enabled).

3.3.1. Transformation of the SecureDW

When a Secure XML PSM is derived from the Secure MD PIM (SecureDW), the starting point is the creation of a “SecureMDXML” root Element of “SecureMDXML_Type” within the XML Schema. This will include the Security Levels, Security Roles Hierarchy, Security Compartments, User Profile and Secure Star Package. This has been done by developing a QVT transformation rule: SecureDW2SecureMDXML (see Fig. 8).
This QVT transformation rule matches a “SecureDW” element in the data source in order to enforce the following set of elements in the target model: a “Schema” with an “Element” named “SecureMDXML” of the complexType “SecureMDXML_Type”. This complexType contains a sequence element “Sequence” with five “Element” classes, namely esl (corresponding to “SecurityLevels” and with the complex type “SecurityLevels_Type”), esr (corresponding to “SecurityRoles” and with the complex type “SecurityRoles_Type”), esc (corresponding to “SecurityCompartments” and with the complex type “SecurityCompartments_Type”), eup (corresponding to “UserProfile” and with the complex type “UserProfile_Type”), and esp (corresponding to “SStarPackage” and with the complex type “SStarPackage_Type”). A “Sequence” is created for each of these elements in which the SLevels, SRoles, SCompartments, and the counterparts of the UserProfile and the SStarPackage will be created by executing the QVT rules called in the where clause.

3.3.2. Transformation of the Security Levels, Roles and Compartments

The Security Levels Hierarchy defined for a specific MD PIM is transformed, by using the previously defined QVT rule (see Fig. 8), into an XML Element called “SecurityLevels” including a sequence complexType (“SecurityLevels_Type”). Each of the Security Levels defined is then transformed into subelements of that complexType with a sequence. They will all contain the following attributes: SLname (name of the Security Level) and ordernumber (1 being the highest security level). The SLevelsXML QVT relation (shown in Fig. 9) matches a SLevel in the source model (together with a SecureDW class) to create an “Element” in the target model. Its name will be the same as the original SLevel and the order number will be calculated by the function defined in the where clause.

The Security Roles Hierarchy defined for a DW in the conceptual model is transformed into an XML Element called “SecurityRoles” including a sequence complexType (“SecurityRoles_Type”) with all the defined Security Roles as subelements denominated as the Security Roles. Each subelement will contain the name and a reference Element to its parent (fatherRole attribute), i.e., the security role in which it is included. After applying the SecureDW2SecureMDXML QVT relation, a new QVT relation named SRoleXML (shown in Fig. 10) is executed to match a SRole class in the MD PIM and this is transformed into an “Element” whose name is the name of the SRole. The father role is obtained from the function defined in the where clause.

The set of Security Compartments defined for an MD PIM in the conceptual model will be transformed into an XML Element called “SecurityCompartments”, including a sequence complexType (“SecurityCompartments_Type”) with all the defined Security Compartments as subelements, denominated as the Security Compartments. A QVT relation is defined to create the SecurityCompartments in the MD PIM, thus creating an “Element” with the same name in the target model: the SCompartmentsXML (see Fig. 11).

3.3.3. Transformation of the User Profile

The User Profile class is transformed into an XML Element of a complexType “UserProfile_Type”, including a sequence element, by using the SecureDW2SecureMDXML QVT (see Fig. 8). Different subelements must now be included: its code, the name, the specific class attributes and the “SecInf” XML subelement of the complexType “SecureInformation_Type”, which contains the three security attributes as XML subelements named SecurityLevel, SecurityRoles and SecurityCompartments. A QVT relation has been defined to carry out this mapping: UserProfile2UserProfileXML. A QVT relation UserProfileProperties2Elements is called in the where clause in order to deal with the properties that may have the UserProfile class. This QVT relation is not described since non-security capabilities are not within the scope of this paper.

3.3.4. Transformation of the Secure Information

We have developed a set of QVT relations in order to deal with security information, regardless of the kind of SecureClass, as fol-
lows: if a SecureClass has an association with a SecureInformation
class in the Secure MD PIM, then the SecureInformation2Secure-
InformationXML QVT relation is executed to create the required
security information in the Secure MD XML PSM.

The "SecureInformation" class, which contains three security
attributes (SecurityLevel, SecurityRole and SecurityCompartment)
is associated with a specific element of the Secure MD PIM (e.g. Se-
cure Fact, Dimension or Base). It will be transformed into an XML
Element called "Secure Information", including a complexType
"SecureInformationType" according to the SecureInforma-
tion2SecureInformationXML with a sequence element "Sequence".

This sequence may include three subelements depending on the
class matched in the source model together with the SecureInforma-
tion class:

- "SecurityLevel" of "SecurityLevel_Type" with the corresponding
attributes as XML subelements by means of SLevel2Element
QVT relation.

Fig. 8. Transforming SecureDW into an XML Schema.

Fig. 9. Transforming Security Levels into an XML Element.

Fig. 10. Transforming Security Roles into an XML Element.
3.3.6. Transformation of the Secure Facts

The SFact2SFactXML QVT relation (see Fig. 12) considers a SFact class that is included in a SecureStarPackage, together with its Secure Information (SecureInformation class). Once these elements have been matched in the source model, a set of elements is created in the target model. Each Secure Fact will be transformed into an XML subelement with the same name as its PIM counterpart \((n_{sf})\) and included in the XML Element “SecureFacts” of XML complexType “SecureFacts_Type” of the Secure Star Package. The subelement, corresponding to each of the facts includes a complexType with a sequence \((sa)\) in order to store the (secure) Fact attributes as XML subelements and an ID attribute denominated fact + “_ID” (so that the element can be referenced by other elements by means of an IDREF/S Element). This mapping has been completed with the implementation of several QVT relations, which are called in the where clause in order to obtain the fact attributes, the security constraints, the security information associated with this Secure Fact, and the IDREF from this Fact to the Dimensions. It is worth noting that one of the parameters of the SFactAttribute2SFactAttributeXML QVT rule is the name of the Fact which is used as a prefix to the names of each of its fact attributes.

The SFactAttribute2SFactAttributeXML QVT relation matches each secure fact attribute (with its Secure Information), and a prefix is added to the name of the XML Element that represents the secure fact attribute in the PSM \((n_{e})\). The value of \(n_{e}\) is determined in the where clause.

Once matched, a set of classes are created in the PSM. It is worth noting that the secure information is dealt with by calling the SecureInformationSecureInformationXML QVT relation shown in the where clause of the QVT relation.

The FactDimensionAssociation2IDREF has been defined in order to create an XML Element in the Fact element to refer the fact + “_ID” (so that the element can be referenced by other elements by means of an IDREF/S Element). This mapping has been completed with the implementation of several QVT relations, which are called in the where clause in order to obtain the fact attributes, the security constraints, the security information associated with this Secure Fact, and the IDREF from this Fact to the Dimensions. It is worth noting that one of the parameters of the SFactAttribute2SFactAttributeXML QVT rule is the name of the Fact which is used as a prefix to the names of each of its fact attributes.

The SFactAttribute2SFactAttributeXML QVT relation matches each secure fact attribute (with its Secure Information), and a prefix is added to the name of the XML Element that represents the secure fact attribute in the PSM \((n_{e})\). The value of \(n_{e}\) is determined in the where clause.

Once matched, a set of classes are created in the PSM. It is worth noting that the secure information is dealt with by calling the SecureInformationSecureInformationXML QVT relation shown in the where clause of the QVT relation.

The FactDimensionAssociation2IDREF has been defined in order to create an XML Element in the Fact element to refer the Dimensions.

3.3.7. Transformation of the Secure Dimensions

The SDimension2SDimensionXML QVT relation (see Fig. 13) considers a SDimension class that is included in the SecureStarPackage, together with its Secure Information (SecureInformation class). Once these elements have been matched in the source model, a set of elements is created in the target model. Each Secure Dimension will be transformed into an XML subelement which has the same name as its PIM counterpart \((n_{sd})\) and is included in the XML Element “SecureDimensions” of the XML complexType “SecureDimensions_Type” of the Secure Star Package. The subelement corresponding to the specific dimension includes a complexType with a sequence \((sa)\) in order to store the (secure) Dimension attributes as XML subelements and an ID attribute denominated as the dimension + “_ID” (so that the element can be referenced by other elements by means of an IDREF/S Element). Several QVT relations have been implemented to carry out this mapping, which are called in the where clause in order to obtain the dimension attributes, the security constraints, the security information associated with this Secure Dimension and the IDREF from this Dimension to the Base. The SDescritor2SDescriptorXML is also called in the where clause in order to create the Secure Descriptor classes in the corresponding Secure Base class. However, since this QVT rule is quite similar to the SDimensionAttribute2SDimensionAttributeXML, it is not shown in this paper.

Finally, it is worth noting that one of the parameters of the SDimensionAttribute2SDimensionAttributeXML rule is the name of the Dimension which is used as a prefix to the names of each of its dimension attributes.

The SDimensionAttribute2SDimensionAttributeXML QVT relation matches each secure dimension attribute (with its Secure Information), and a prefix is added to the name of the Dimension that represents the Secure Dimension attribute in the PSM \((e_{sd})\) whose name is calculated in the where clause by adding a
prefix. Once matched, a set of classes are created in the PSM. It is worth noting that the secure information is dealt with by calling the SecureInformation2SecureInformationXML QVT relation shown in the \textit{where} clause.

The DimensionBaseAssociation2IDREF has been defined in order to create an XML Element in the Dimension element to refer the first Base in the dimension hierarchy.

The QVT relations associated to the Security Constraints will be detailed in the following Section 3.3.9.

3.3.8. Transformation of the Secure Bases

The SBase2SBaseXML QVT relation considers a SBase class that is included in the SecureStarPackage, together with its secure information (SecureInformation class). Once these elements have been matched in the source model, a set of elements are created in the target model. Each Secure Base will be transformed into an XML subelement which has the same name as its PIM counterpart \((n_{sb})\) and is included in the XML Element “SecureBases” of XML complexType “SecureBases_Type” of the Secure Star Package. The subelement corresponding to the specific base includes a complexType \((\text{sa})\) in order to store the (secure) Base attributes as XML subelements and an ID attribute denominated as the base + “_ID” (so that the element can be referenced by other elements by means of an IDREF/S Element).

This mapping has been carried out by implementing three QVT relations, which are called in the \textit{where} clause in order to obtain the dimension attributes, the descriptor attributes (although this rule has not yet been described in the paper because it is similar to the SDimensionAttribute2DimensionAttributeXML rule), the security constraints, the security information associated with this Secure Base and the IDREFS element to reference other Bases.

It is worth noting that one of the parameters of the SDimensionAttribute2DimensionAttributeXML rule is the name of the Base \((n_{sb})\) which is used as a prefix to the names of each of its dimension attributes in the SDimensionAttribute2DimensionAttributeXML relation.

This element is related to a complexType that contains an IDREFS Element and a sequence \((sa)\) in order to store the (secure) Dimension attributes as XML subelements and an IDREFS Element to reference other Bases of the hierarchy.

The SDimensionAttribute2DimensionAttributeXML QVT relation matches each secure dimension attribute (with its Secure Information) that belongs to a Base to enforce an XML “Element” that represents the secure Dimension attribute in the PSM \((e_{sb})\) whose name is determined in the \textit{where} clause by adding a prefix to the name of the source dimension attribute. Once matched, a set of classes are created in the PSM. It is worth noting that the secure information is dealt with by calling the SecureInformation2SecureInformationXML QVT relation shown in the \textit{where} clause.

The BaseBaseAssociation2IDREFS has been defined in order to create an XML tag in the Base element to refer the other Bases in the dimension hierarchy. After applying this rule, the Secure Base XML Element will include an IDREFS Element that references the associated Bases.

3.3.9. Transformation of the Secure Constraints

The Secure Constraints contain three optional attributes: involvedClasses, ownedSPObjects and ownedSCOObjects. Each Secure Constraint will be transformed into an XML subelement of the corresponding constraint, with the three optional attributes as optional string type subelements (involvedObjects, ownedSPObjects and ownedSCOObjects), with references to the elements, secure properties or secure elements.

Various Secure Constraints have been considered in accordance with the Secure MD PIM:

- Transforming the Audit Rule Constraints: an Audit Rule is a Secure Constraint that will be transformed as an XML subelement of the corresponding Secure Base, Dimension or Fact Element, denominated as the Audit Rule at the PIM level. This element is of the complexType “AuditRule_Type” and can contain the three aforementioned XML subelements and the following two subelements: logType and logInfos, both of which are string types, with the same value as their PIM counterpart.
- Transforming the Authorization Rules Constraints: an Authorization Rule is a Secure Constraint that will be transformed as an XML subelement of the corresponding Secure Base, Dimension or Fact Element, denominated as the Authorization Rule at PIM level. This element is of a complexType “AuthorizationRule_Type” and can contain the three aforementioned subelements and the following subelements: the ExceptSign, of SimpleType with an enumeration constraint and the fixed value {+,-}. ExceptPrivilege also of SimpleType with an enumeration constraint with fixed value {read, write}, and the CabExp. It contains the Authorization Rule Condition, which is a string type, that will contain the XPath expression associated with the OCL expression.
- Transforming the Security Rules Constraints: a Security Rule is a Secure Constraint that will be transformed as an XML subelement of the corresponding Secure Base, Dimension or Fact Element, denominated as the Security Rule at the PIM level. This element is of a complexType “SecurityRule_Type” and can contain the three aforementioned subelements and the following subelements: CABexp, which will contain a string with the expression in \textit{XPATH}’s; the CAbTHEN, which will contain the Security Information if the expression (in \textit{XPath}) is TRUE; and the CABELSE subelement, which will contain the Security Information if the expression is FALSE.
4. Case study

In this section, we will briefly give some details about the examples and the real-world case study we used for designing our QVT transformation. Then, a case study is used to show how our previously defined QVT relations are properly applied to obtain the Secure XML DW (PSM) from the secure conceptual MD data model (PIM).

Two examples were used for refining the QVT relations. The first one is related to the management of a pharmacies consortium business as stated in [22], and the second one is based on a DW for the security department of an Airport (it will be described in this section). Both case studies are toy examples with data sources containing a range from 10 to 20 tables, and a range from 100 to 200 instances. In these toy examples, the average number of measures by table is around 0.5.

Importantly, our approach is being validated in the context of a project in which we are involved in the development of a DW for a Chilean university [41]: Universidad de La Frontera (UNIVFRONTERA1-091). This project focused on developing a DW for a higher education institution. Therefore, in order to know the requirements of the project, the Business Strategic Plan 2006–2010 of the University of La Frontera were considered.

Personnel from the “Dirección de Análisis y Desarrollo Institucional de la Universidad de La Frontera”4, which is the office in charge of the business strategic plan of the University of La Frontera, was considered.

For the sake of understandability, in this paper, we present a simplified case study based on an airport security department to show the benefits of our proposal.

Our case study is inspired by both, (i) security departments stated in airports, such as the Airport Security Unit at the Hong Kong International Airport6 or the Airport Police Service in airports of Ireland7; and (ii) security departments of airports that belong to an upper department, such as the Department for Transport in UK8 or the Federal Aviation Administration in the USA. The main goal of these security departments is to prevent harm to aircraft, passengers and crew, as well as support national security and counter-terrorism policy. To this aim they need managing information about trips, flights, departure and arrival places and dates, passengers and baggage. Furthermore, sensitive information collected in the passport control, such as the fingerprints, must be also considered.

Due to the fact that large amount of people pass through airports every day, a secure DW must be designed to store and manage this huge amount of data. Moreover, as the security department of an Airport manages external data from heterogeneous sources, we have chosen XML as the DW repository technology.

4.1. MD data model

Fig. 14 shows the secure conceptual multidimensional model (PIM) used in this case study, which is focused on trips. A Secure Star Package with a central fact for trips (“Trip” secure fact class) has therefore been defined, which is related to dimensions for passengers, baggage, flights, departure and arrival places and dates (“Passenger”, “Baggage”, “Flight”, “Place” and “Date” secure dimension classes). The secure fact class “Trip” includes attributes with trip information regarding price, purpose (which can be “tourist”, “business” or “military”), seat, distance, flight time, and whether or not the check-in and boarding procedures have been carried out.

The secure dimension class “Passenger” includes attributes containing personal information about passengers (code, name and address) and extended security information, such as fingerprint, passport photo, criminal record, whether the passenger is considered to be suspicious, and his/her estimated risk index (a number from 1 to 10). The secure dimension class “Baggage” has several attributes containing information about the number of baggage items, identification codes, weight, whether the baggage has been inspected and whether it is suspicious.

The other secure dimensions classes (“Place”, “Date” and “Flight”) only include identification attributes. These dimensions are also related to secure base classes, forming navigation hierarchies which allow the information to be aggregated in different levels. For instance, the “Place” dimension is related to “Gate”, “Terminal” and “Airport” base classes and represents a hierarchy which allows the information to be aggregated by gate, terminal and airport. The “Date” dimension can be similarly aggregated by hours, days, months and years, and the “Flight” dimension by planes, aircraft types and companies.

Our access control and audit model permits a three point of view security classification by using security levels (“Security Levels”, SL) with the users’ clearance levels; a hierarchical structure of security roles (“Security Roles”, SR); and a set of horizontal security compartments or groups (“Security Compartments”, SC). Fig. 15 shows the security configuration used in this case study: the levels of security (SL) used are top secret (TS), secret (S), confidential (C) and undefined (U); the hierarchy of security roles (SR) has a main system user “User” specialized into “Passenger” and airport “Staff” which is composed of “Security”, “Flight” and “Administration” (specialized into “Boarding” and “Bagging”) roles; and the security compartments are different airlines (companies A, B and C). The “UserProfile” class (Fig. 14) contains information about all the users who will have access to the system, with their user characteristics (user code and name) and an associated security profile (an instance of security information composed of a security level, roles and compartments).

A set of security rules has additionally been defined over some classes and attributes by using stereotypes (Fig. 14). These are Sensitive Information Assignment Rules (SIAR) which establish the security privileges needed to access certain information. The secure fact class “Trip” has a SIAR associated with it, indicating that it can be accessed by users with a confidential (or higher) security level (stereotype “SL = C” in “Trip” fact class). The “Passenger” dimension could similarly be accessed by users with a secret (or higher) security level (SL = S); and the “Baggage” dimension by a confidential (or higher) security level (SL = C) and “Security” or “Bagging” security roles (SR = Security, Bagging). Several attributes also have fine grain security constraints which permit users with a security role of “Security” to access the attributes “purpose” (in the “Trip” fact class) and “fingerprint”, “passportPhoto”, “criminalRecord”, “suspicious” and “riskIndex” (in the “Passenger” dimension class).

---

More complex security (SIAR), authorization (AUR) and audit (AR) rules have also been defined by using the “SecurityRule”, “AuthorizationRule” and “AuditRule” metaclasses (Fig. 16). The “SIAR_TripPurpose” rule is associated with the “Trip” fact class and involves “Passenger” and “Flight” dimension classes. This rule increases the security requirements for the fact class and the classes involved if the purpose of the trip is “military” ("purpose" attribute). In this case, a security level of “Secret” and a security role of “Security” will be required (expressed as Security Information in the “CATHENSecInf” attribute of the security rule).

The other SIAR rules ("SIAR_PassengerSuspicious" and "SIAR_BaggageSuspicious") are associated with the “Passenger” and “Baggage” dimension classes, and if the established conditions are satisfied then the security requirements needed to access them also increase (i.e., the security level and role required). The “SIAR_BaggageSuspicious” rule checks whether the baggage is suspicious and, if so, increases the security requirements to a “Secret” security level and a “Security” security role, whereas the “SIAR_PassengerSuspicious” rule also checks the risk index of the passenger, and if it is more than “5” then a security level of “Top Secret” and a security role of “Security” is required to access the information.

Two authorization rules (AUR) have additionally been defined: a negative authorization rule “AUR_Company” which checks the user’s company (security compartment) and denies access to information related to other companies (information about flights and their related base classes “Plane”, “AircraftType” and “Company”); and a positive authorization rule “AUR_Passenger” which checks the user name (“name” attribute of “UserProfile”) and provides access to his/her basic information (his/her name, address and baggage identification number).

Finally, an audit rule (AR) called “AR_frustratedAttempts” logs all the frustrated access attempts over several multidimensional elements (“Trip” fact class, and “Passenger” and “Baggage” dimension classes). For each frustrated attempt, it stores the information expressed by the “logInfos” attribute, which is the identification of the object, the action achieved, the time and the response.

4.2. Sample application of QVT relations

We have used the Secure MD PIM shown in the previous subsection as a starting point to apply the QVT relations defined.

We have selected only some sample elements of the MD PIM used in this case study to show how some of the QVT relations
defined are applied to obtain the corresponding part in XML of the Secure XML DW. The complete XML Schema generated in the Secure XML DW is shown in the Appendix B, where we have indicated the used QVT relations by means of labels. The application of the main transformation in our case study begins with the application of the SecureDW2SecureMDXML relation (Fig. 8), which transforms the complete MD PIM “SecureDW” into an XML Schema, including the root Element “SecureMDXML” of “SecureMDXML_Type” that includes the Security Roles Hierarchy, Security Levels, Security Compartments, Secure Star Package and User Profile. Fig. 17 illustrates the result of applying the SecureDW2SecureMDXML.

If we continue with the QVT relations that appear in the where clause of the SecureDW2SecureMDXML, we should now apply the SLevels2LevelsXML, the SRoles2RolesXML, the SCompartments2SCompartmentsXML, the UserProfile2UserProfileXML and the SStarPackage2SStarPackageXML relations. Next, we shall therefore focus solely on the most representative of these relations, since the others will be applied in a similar way (see Appendix B).

The SStarPackage2SStarPackageXML relation will be applied to transform the Secure Star Packages of the MD PIM into the XML DW. In our case study, since no Secure Star Package appears in the Secure MD PIM, we have assumed that there is only one. This will be transformed into the complexType SStarPackage_Type, which contains a sequence with the Secure Facts, Secure Dimensions and Secure Bases XML subelements. In order to generate these subelements, the SFact2FactXML, SDimension2DimensionXML and SBase2BaseXML relations should be applied in the where clause of the QVT relation.

We shall now show how the SFact2FactXML relation is applied for the facts of the Secure Star Package (see Fig. 12). The SDimension2DimensionXML and SBase2BaseXML relations will be applied in the same way to transform the Dimensions and Bases of the Secure Star Package. According to the SFact2FactXML relation, the Secure Fact Class Trip, like the other the Secure Fact classes, will be transformed into an XML subelement of the sequence of “SecureFacts_Type” complexType included in the XML Element SecurityStarPackage. Each Secure Fact Element will include a complexType with a sequence which includes all the attributes corresponding to the Secure Fact Class, along with an ID attribute. The element can therefore be referenced by other elements by means of an IDREF/S Element.

If we continue with the QVT relations that appear in the where clause of the SFact2FactXML, we should now apply the SFactAttribute2Element, SecurityRule2Element, AuditRule2Element, AuthorizationRule2Element, SecureInformation2SecureInformationXML and FactDimensionAssociation2IDREFS relations (the other QVT relations not related to security aspects are not with the scope of this paper).

The SFactAttribute2SFactAttributeXML relation will be applied if Secure Class Attributes are included in the Secure Fact class. They will be transformed by including an XML subelement called “SecureAttribute” in the sequence of the complexType that contains the other properties of the Secure Fact Class. We shall show how the Secure Attribute purpose will be transformed by applying the SFactAttribute2SFactAttributeXML (the other Secure Class Attributes will be transformed in the same way). The “SecureAttribute” Element includes a complexType sequence with the secure class attribute Trip_purpose (note that the name of the attribute takes the name of the fact, Trip, as its prefix according to the where clause of the SFactAttribute2SFactAttributeXML relation) and the corresponding Secure Information properties as XML subelements, which appear in the where clause of the QVT relation.

The next QVT relation that will be applied is the SecurityRule2Element relation to generate the security rules associated with the Secure Fact Class Trip, in this case, the SIAR_TripPurpose.
Fig. 17. SecureDW2SecureMDXML Transformation.
A Security Rule will be transformed as an XML subelement of the corresponding Fact Element Trip, denominated as the Security Rule at PIM level, SIAR_Trip_Purpose. It includes a complexType Security-Rule_Type with the following subelements: ownedSObjects with the string value fixed at “Trip”; involvedClasses with the string value fixed at “Passenger, Flight”; CABExpr which will contain the expression in XPATH.’’Trip.purpose==’’military’’; the CATHEN that will contain the Security Information if the expression (in XPath) is TRUE (SL = “Secret” and SR = “Security”) and the CAELSE subelement that will contain the Security Information if the expression is FALSE (SL = “Confidential”).

The next QVT relation that is applied is the AuditRule2Element relation to obtain the audit rules associated with the Secure Fact Class Trip, in this case, the AR_frustratedAttempts. An Audit Rule will be transformed as an XML subelement of the corresponding Secure Base, Dimension or Fact Element, denominated as the Audit Rule at PIM level. This subelement includes the following subelements: ownedSObjects with the string value fixed at “Trip, Passenger, Baggage”, logType with the fixed value “frustratedAttempts”, and log-Infos, also with the string value fixed at = “objectID” “action” “time” “response”. In the Appendix B the result obtained after applying the AuditRule2Element relation is shown.

In our case study, no Authorization Rule is specified for the Secure Fact class Trip, so the AuthorizationRule2Element relation will not be applied.

The last relation to be applied in our case study is the FactDimensionAssociation2IDREFS relation, where an IDREFS Element Ref_Dimensions is included as a subelement of the Secure Fact Element Trip to reference the dimensions.

The application of the other QVT relations defined has been carried out in the same way, in order to validate them (see Appendix B).

5. Related work

In this section, the related work is organized according to the following topics: (1) XML DWs modeling, (2) security integration into the design process and (3) security and access control models for DWs.

5.1. XML DWs modeling

Works focused on the specific modeling of XML DWs can be found in [4]. These works provide different strategies with which to develop an XML Data Warehouse depending on the nature of the XML data sources. If source documents are structured, the solution is to develop an XML Data Warehouse depending on the nature of the XML technology but they do not allow us to include security constraints in these models. Our proposal is also focused on XML DWs permitting the definition of structural elements of the DW at different levels (requirements, conceptual and logical models), and furthermore allow us to include into the models the security constraints needed to assure the DW.

Although these proposals are interesting contributions for developing XML DWs they are not prepared for directly including security issues in the development process. These proposals provide us conceptual and logical models specifically created for modeling the structural concepts of DWs considering the XML technology but they do not allow us to include security constraints in these models. Our proposal is also focused on XML DWs permitting the definition of structural elements of the DW at different levels (requirements, conceptual and logical models), and furthermore allow us to include into the models the security constraints needed to assure the DW.

5.2. Secure integration into the design process

Since security has been identified as an important aspect to consider in the development of information systems, many proposals attempt to identify and incorporate these constraints in early development stages [9,12,14].

UMLsec [13] uses UML to define and evaluate security specifications by employing formal semantics (labels, stereotypes, etc.). It is an approach for security in general, including access control policies and the specification of confidentiality and integrity requirements. This proposal uses the majority of UML diagrams: use-case diagrams to capture security requirements; activity diagrams to detail security specifications from use-cases; sequence diagrams to specify security protocols; and deployment diagrams to ensure that security requirements are present in the physical layer communications.

Model Driven Security (MDS) [13,49–51] uses the MDA approach to include security properties in high-level system models. Its authors have also enriched models and model transformation techniques with security capabilities in order to automatically generate secure system architectures. MDS has been applied to several proposals, including UMLsec in which three abstraction levels (requirements, modeling and code) are defined, and tools are provided to assist in the development process, re-engineering, verification and configuration. Within the context of MDS, SecureUML [52] is proposed as an extension of UML for modeling security aspects in a technology independent manner by using a generalized role based access control.

The development methodology TROPOS [53], which is based on UML, has also been improved to permit the modeling of security requirements [54] by using concepts such as secure goals, secure tasks, constraints, etc. The Unified Process has furthermore been extended with specific security activities [55] in order to define security requirements, design, implementation, testing, monitoring and auditing. On the other hand, Mokum [56] is an active object oriented knowledge base system for modeling which permits the specification of security and integrity constraints, and automatic code generation. We have been working on the integration of security in the development process applied to: the development of applications based on Web services (PWSsec process) [57]; processes for requirements engineering (SREP) [58] and product lines (SREPLine) [59]; a methodology for secure databases that covers requirements gathering, analysis, relational logical design and specific logical design for Oracle Label Security [60]; model driven development of secure systems from secure business processes modeled with extensions of BPMN [61] or UML [62]. These are relevant contributions to secure information systems development but are not specifically focused on DWs. Our Secure MD model has been specifically developed for taking into account all the multidimensional concepts used in a DW design and has been complemented with an access control and audit model that allows us to specify security constraints over these multidimensional elements. Nevertheless, in further works we have considered to extend these proposals (such as UMLsec) with the concepts needed.
to model secure DWs and also defining transformations, providing thus other alternatives for PIM model, such as in [22] in which an MDA-based engineering process has been developed to consider an extension of UML as a secure PIM [24], and its transformations to an extension of the CWM (Common Warehouse Metamodel) [23].

5.3. Security and access control models for DWs

DWs manage sensitive information whose security must be ensured by including the necessary security constraints in all layers and operations of the DW [9]. Since end-users work with a MD model when querying a DW (facts, dimensions, classification hierarchies, etc.), security constraints should be defined in terms of MD modeling. There are several interesting initiatives for the inclusion of security in DWs, but they are not conceived for their integration into MD modeling as part of the DW design process, and inconsistent security measures might consequently be defined.

Only Priebe and Pernul [63] propose a complete methodology which allows: security requirements to be specified in an early development stage; their modeling at the conceptual level by using ADAPTed UML [63]; and the implementation of a secure solution in an OLAP tool by extending the MultiDimensional eXpressions (MDX) language. Nevertheless, this proposal focuses on a Mandatory Access Control (MAC) security policy and does not define the connection between models. Other works present DW security models but focus on a particular abstraction level. At the business level, Pai'm and Castro [64], despite not offering a formal metamodel, include security requirements for DWs. At the conceptual level, security aspects are only included in the modeling by ADAPTed UML [63]. At the logical level, Katic et al. [65] present a security model based on metadata to define user groups and views; Saltor et al. [66] provide an architecture to integrate MAC security policies from data sources; and Rosenthal and Sciore [67] integrate security from the data sources and propagate it to DW design. Other proposals define authorization models and security for DWs [68,69] but only deal with OLAP operations (such as roll-up or drill-down).

To summarize, various interesting methodologies exist for DWs, in addition to several contributions that combine XML and DWs in different ways. Moreover, some proposals can be found in which security issues have been considered in the development of traditional data warehouses. However, to the best of our knowledge, current research lacks approaches with which to consider security in the development of DWs when the target platform is based on XML technology. We therefore propose a methodological approach for the model-driven development of Secure XML Data Warehouses, taking advantage of the benefits of applying MDA to this kind of development.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for the model-driven development of Secure XML Data Warehouses. Our approach begins by defining the secure conceptual MD model (PIM) represented by means of the secure UML profile called SECDW, independently of the target logical MD model. This PIM is transformed into a secure XML DW, as a logical model (PSM), by applying Model to Model (M2M) Transformations. The transformation described in this paper is executed automatically. However, it is said to be semi-automatic, since once we automatically obtain the target secure PSM of the DW (based on XML) we need to manually refine it to be useful for a specific tool.

In this work, we have focused on the specification of the transformation rules that are necessary to be able to automatically generate not only the corresponding XML structure of the DW from the secure conceptual models of the DW, but also the security rules specified within the DW XML structure, thus allowing us to implement both aspects simultaneously. For the sake of understandability, we have first defined the rationale behind these transformation rules and how they have been developed in natural language, and we have then established them clearly and formally by using the QVT language. In order to validate our proposal we have carried out several examples and case studies.

The great benefit of our proposal is that it is possible to model security requirements together with the DW model in the conceptual model during the early stages of a DW project, and automatically obtain the corresponding implementation for different target platforms, according to different logical data models. We therefore believe that we set the basis for future Business Intelligence platforms, in which traditional DWs should be complemented with both semi-structured and unstructured information from the Web.

We are now working on several different lines of work, in an attempt to overcome some limitations we found. One of these limitations is related to the security constraints expressed in textual form, for example expressed in OCL. The automation of the transformations of the OCL constraints defined at the PIM level should be addressed, to convert them into XPATH language. Another limitation to address is to validate the completeness of our approach by conducting a set of experiments on a more complete set of case studies, by using the case tool that we are developing for supporting the development of Secure XML DW.
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Appendix A. List of acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACA</th>
<th>Access Control and Audit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATL</td>
<td>Atlas Transformation Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPMN</td>
<td>Business Process Modeling Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW</td>
<td>Data Warehouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2M</td>
<td>Model to Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Mandatory Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Multidimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA</td>
<td>Model Driven Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>Model Driven Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXD</td>
<td>MultiDimensional eXpressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF</td>
<td>MetaObject Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCL</td>
<td>Object Constraint Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLAP</td>
<td>On-Line Analytical Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMG</td>
<td>Object Management Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM</td>
<td>Platform Independent Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSM</td>
<td>Platform Specific Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QVT</td>
<td>Query/View/Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Unified Modeling Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. B1. XML Schema Code for the Airport example.
<xs:element name="Confidential" fixed="Confidential">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:attribute name="OrderNumber" type="xs:integer" fixed="3"/>
    <xs:element>
      <xs:complexType>
        <xs:attribute name="Undefined" fixed="Unclassified">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:attribute name="OrderNumber" type="xs:integer" fixed="4"/>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
      </xs:complexType>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:complexType>

|-- Security Compartments: Company A, B and C -->

<xs:complexType name="SecurityCompartments_Type">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element name="Company A" type="xs:string" fixed="Company A"/>
    <xs:element name="Company B" type="xs:string" fixed="Company B"/>
    <xs:element name="Company C" type="xs:string" fixed="Company C"/>
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

|-- User Profile Transformation (Type) -->

<xs:complexType name="UserProfile_Type">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element name="UserCode" type="xs:integer"/>
    <xs:element name="UserName" type="xs:string"/>
    <xs:element name="SecInf">
      <xs:complexType name="SecureInformation_Type">
        <xs:sequence>
          <xs:element name="SecurityCompartments" type="xs:string"/>
          <xs:element name="SecurityRoles" type="xs:string"/>
          <xs:element name="SecurityLevel" type="xs:string"/>
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

|-- Security Rule Transformation: SIAR_TripPurpose -->

<xs:element name="SIAR_TripPurpose">
  <xs:complexType name="SecurityRule_Type">
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="ownedSOCObjects" type="xs:string" fixed="Trip"/>
      <xs:element name="InvolvedClasses" type="xs:string" fixed="Passenger, Flight"/>
      <xs:element name="CABEXP" type="xs:string" fixed="Trip purpose=military"/>
      <xs:element name="CABTHEN" type="xs:string" fixed="SL=S, SR=Airport Security"/>
      <xs:element name="CABELSE" type="xs:string" fixed="SL=C"/>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

|-- Audit Rule Transformation: AR_frustratedAttempts -->

<xs:element name="AR_frustratedAttempts">
  <xs:complexType name="AuditRule_Type">
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="ownedSOCObjects" type="xs:string" fixed="Trip, Passenger, Baggage"/>
      <xs:element name="logType" type="xs:string" fixed="frustratedAttempts"/>
      <xs:element name="logInfos" type="xs:string" fixed="objectid', action', time', response"/>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
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<xs:element name="SecureAttribute">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="Trip_purpose" type="xs:string" />
      <xs:element name="SecureInformation">
        <xs:complexType>
          <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="SecurityRole" fixed="Security"/>
          </xs:sequence>
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:element>
              <xs:complexType>
                <xs:element name="SecureInformation"/>
              </xs:complexType>
              <xs:complexType>
                <xs:element name="SecurityLevel" fixed="C"/>
              </xs:complexType>
            </xs:element>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:complexType>
      </xs:element>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="Ref_Dimensions" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

<xs:element ref="SIAR_TripPurpose"/>   
<xs:element ref="AR_frustratedAttempts"/>   
<xs:attribute name="SFact" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
<xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<!--End of transformation of Secure Facts TRIP-->
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

<!--Transformation of SecureDimensions_Type complexType, including existing Secure Dimensions-->
<xs:complexType name="SecureDimensions_Type">
  <xs:sequence>
    <!--Transformation of Secure Dimension Place-->    
    <xs:element name="Place">
      <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
          <xs:element name="placeCode" type="xs:string"/>
          <xs:element name="Ref_Facts" type="xs:string" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
          <xs:element name="Ref_Base" type="xs:string"/>
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <!--Transformation of Secure Dimension Date-->    
    <xs:element name="Date">
      <xs:complexType>
        <xs:sequence>
          <xs:element name="dateCode" type="xs:string"/>
          <xs:element name="Ref_Facts" type="xs:string" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
          <xs:element name="Ref_Base" type="xs:string"/>
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
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Appendix B. Generated XML Schema code of the Secure XML DW

The complete XML Schema code generated after applying the transformation rules is presented as follows. See Fig. B1.
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